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1) Now learning about #GESARA and #NESARA. Starting to look like #Trump might

have actually prepared the way for their implementation. A crucial step is getting

nation off debt based system controlled by central banks and reclaiming control

with gold-backed currency.

2) That's why I'm looking at ScoMo's much derided use of phrase "#goldstandard" in a new light. Remember that he made

this comment about #NSWpol's handling of #COVID19AU back in September, saying "that is where we have to get

everybody to": https://t.co/CeWNoMvjAz

3) ScoMo used phrase several times. In clip below (Dec): "NSW Govt's testing and tracing capabilities are #goldstandard not

just in this country but anywhere around the world." So, local and global reference. #NESARA is USA, #GESARA is global.

https://t.co/1IK2VM7fZs

4) In this clip (late Sept) he uses it again, specifically in reference to how #Victoria is catching up to NSW, which he believes

is #goldstandard in #contacttracing. (In first clip above he also used it in comparing systems of these two states.)

https://t.co/ne8J9Vnw3e

5) Given that so much of what we see and hear in social and mainstream media from blue checks is coded comms, was this

repeated use of distinctive and seemingly antiquated phrase another example? Was he giving heads up to *those in the

know* that this system was imminent?

6) There's no doubt that #COVID1984 is the Trojan *Hoarse* by which globalist Cabal seeks to install hellish #GreatReset.

And there's a persuasive theory this was hijacked by "white hats" to enable another global financial reset that is the polar

opposite.

7) So, one way to decode what #Auspol luminaries say is to replace #coronavirus issues with financial ones. So contact

tracing system = financial system. Why I think it's significant #Scomo kept comparing Victoria and NSW.

8) Maybe he was saying that the former is globalist Cabal stronghold (under CCP), and it needs to switch to NSW model

(#GESARA). If this is so it's very good news. I can't be sure of course. But look through the clips above with this double

meaning in mind.
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9) I think you'll agree this could have been message he was covertly sending. After all, why repeat this memorable, specific

financial term in interviews (about a fricken virus) if he didn't want people to notice it? #goldstandard #NESARA #GESARA

https://t.co/QxygDhz5f7
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